The formation of ocular dominance patterns in visual cortex is thought to be driven by electrical activity of the projecting LGN neurons. Indeed, theoretical modeling has shown that lateral cortical activity-dependent interactions are capable of producing such a periodic pattern of regions dominated by inputs from left or right eye [1] . In this view, the ocular dominance emerges from the interplay of excitatory and inhibitory connections. The major characteristic of these structures, the width of the ocular dominance regions, is then determined by the spatial profile of the lateral interactions. Experimental attempts to confirm this view by altering the strength of the inhibitory connections have shown [2] that observed changes of the ocular dominance width are inconsistent with the model's central predictions. When the strength of inhibitory connections is increased and thus the characteristic length scale of the lateral interaction profile is decreased, the width of the ocular dominance was found to increase, indicating the opposite behavior to one predicted by the model. Here we resolve this paradox by investigating how other factors, such as interactions between chemical labels, can participate in the formation of ocular dominance patterns.
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We introduce an energy of arbitrary connectivity configuration between projecting and receiving neurons that incorporates the contributions from activity-dependent mechanisms and interactions between chemical labels.
We apply this unifying description [3] to find the ground state configuration for two identical sets of projecting neurons with the same expression of chemical cues but uncorrelated electrical activity. The single gradient of the chemical labels is taken for both target and projecting neurons following the experimentally observed expression patterns. We then analyze the analytical dependence of optimal width of the ocular dominance pattern on the strength of interactions and their spatial scales.
We show that the interaction of projecting neurons with a single gradient of chemical labels combined with correlation-based activity-dependent interaction between neurons results in the formation of ocular dominance structure. We find that the period of ocular dominance depends on relative strength of two interactions and the ratio of their characteristic length scales. We obtain two different regimes when the emerging width of ocular dominance is bigger or smaller than the characteristic length of lateral interactions. The effect of changing the length scale for lateral interactions on the width of ocular dominance is opposite in two regimes: it increases in one of them and decreases in another following the same manipulation, depending on the strength of chemical gradients.
Our results show that in the presence of gradients of chemical labels the width of the ocular dominance pat- terns is not solely determined by the length scale of lateral cortical interactions. In the case of large gradients, we find a novel regime when the lateral connections span across several ocular dominance periods. In this regime, enhancement of inhibitory lateral connections results in increase of the width of the ocular dominance pattern in agreement with experimental observations [2] . The presented analytical model thus provides a useful framework for study of the interplay between genetically encoded expression of chemical labels and experience dependent plasticity in the formation of ocular dominance patterns.
